
In today’s Internet economy, companies need to
operate efficiently and effectively.  To eliminate
the need for face-to-face transactions and
inconvenience of administration, the information
must be convenient to access anywhere, anytime
and with anyone via the Net.  Collaborating
suppliers, business partners, customers and
employees easily, the fast, flexible and scalability
operations and platform are the baseline
requirements for Internet business success.

This document is an overview of Intisoft’s Xentric
– an XML server that delivers application,
messaging, and connectivity support to
collaborative e-business applications

Collaborative E-Business

Technology is changing from a cost of doing
business to a way of doing business.  Centralized
markets for B2B commerce over the Internet will
create unprecedented levels of market
transparency and lower the cost of procurement.
The distributed Internet marketplace allows
suppliers to discover new buyers and new chance
of doing business more easily, by tightly linking all
partners together to improve process
transparency and get the right products to the
right place at right time.

Collaborative e-business is new and powerful e-
business trading and communications
architecture.  A business community of
customers, suppliers and partners shares
interests and do business with each other.
Traditional business can resolve the inefficiencies
and extend their
business between their
traditional agents,
vendors, web business
partners and their own
consumers on the
Internet. The new
architecture can strike
new revenue stream
and give differentiation
to business partners.

Meeting the
Challenges and XML

Companies face many challenges when deploying
new e-business services, however.  The time
required to create dynamic applications and the
complexity of connecting to disparate information
sources are common problems.  Achieving

strategic e-business goals has been difficult
because the technologies available today for
developing web-based applications frequently
require that businesses rewrite applications and
replace existing databases.

A new standard called XML has emerged and
allows application developers to more effectively
address these issues.  In short, XML fosters –

• Data integration from disparate sources
• Separation of data from presentation and

process logic
• Making data self-describing
• Multiple views of data
• Development of extensible and flexible e-

business applications
• Open standards within and across industries

Xentric - The Collaborative E-Business
Platform

Xentric is an XML server that delivers application,
messaging, and connectivity support to
collaborative e-business applications.  As a
dynamic, robust and scalable collaborative e-
business platform, Xentric allows organizations to
develop and deploy XML projects rapidly with
minimal effort.

Intisoft’s Xentric was specifically designed to
enable collaborative e-business featuring an
extensible, open standards XML-based
architecture to integrate with front and back-end
applications as well as external information

sources easily.

Xentric features
application server
functions that support
data flow between other
servers and provide
specific functionality
including session
management, and load
balancing; and
messaging server
allows users to send
and receive email and
XML messages with
partners, suppliers,
customers and

colleagues to form a dynamic messaging-based
community.

Xentric adopts application bean approach
(XBean) to deliver application logic to Xentric-
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based e-business systems.  This allows
enterprise and application service providers to
customize user interfaces, extend application
logic, integrate with other components and link
seamlessly to existing information systems and
data.  Xentric supports XBeans written in C, Java
and PHP.  For presentation logic, developers can

select a scripting language of their choice, such
as JSP, Java Servlet, PHP, Cold Fusion and ASP.

As a leading cross-platform XML Server, Xentric
gives all businesses the fastest way to develop
and deliver scalable enterprise and e-business
systems.  From online exchanges to content
publishing to business automation, Xentric gives
you the power delivering your e-business faster
and at lower cost.  Open integration with
databases, email, directories, Java, XML, and
enterprise systems means you can develop
complex e-services quickly and easily.  Xentric
delivers the reliability and high-performance that
the most demanding e-services require.

Furthermore, Xentric manages online message-
based communications between and among
organizations.  It is a scalable, high-performance
architecture to transform and delivery of
messages to any Internet device.  It facilitates
communication between buyers and sellers,

businesses and employees.  Moreover, it can
develop a community around the businesses,
products and services.

Key Benefits of Using Xentric To Deploy XML-
based E-Business Systems

• Deploy new e-services at a fraction of cost
and time

• Aggregation of content and document from
multiple source

• Data Profiling
• Ability to communicate and trasact with many

business partners
• Application beans approach extends system

functionalities while maintaining manageability
• High Availability for mission critical business

through load balancing and fail over
• Open standards such as LDAP, XML, ODBC,

SOAP, Biztalk, xCbl, Java, JSP, EJB, PHP,
WAP, XPath, XLink, XSLT

• Accomodate multiple access devices
including PCs, PDAs, mobile phones, and set-
top boxes

• Offer islands of web services under one
context

Xentric Delivers A Wide Variety of End-To-End
E-Business Solutions

Intisoft and its business partners has built a
variety of comprehensive solutions and Xbean
upon the Xentric architecture for deploying e-
services such as B2B Integration, Content
Management, Customer Relationship
Management, e-Procurement, e-Marketplace, and
etc.  For more information, please contact:

Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab
www.intisoft.com

7/F., The Workstation,
43 Lyndhurst Terrace,

Central, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 27771786
Fax: +852 27771134
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